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I

n 1965, 29-year-old Dang Hong Nhut was visiting her
husband in the Chu Chi region of Vietnam when the
planes came. ‘After they had gone, there was white
dust everywhere’, she recounted. ‘I had very itchy skin,
scabies and diarrhoea, but had no idea why.’ Later, she
had four miscarriages before she became pregnant again
in 1977. ‘I so hoped I would deliver a baby, but the baby
was born early, at five months. When it was born, the
doctor told me it was dead ... the baby was so deformed,
they were afraid for my health if I saw it.’1

Environmental destruction exacerbates the human
suffering of war. But the toxic legacy of conflict is not
the only issue: since the Second World War as many
as 60 per cent of all civil wars have had a strong link
to natural resources. Environmental mismanagement
can raise tensions. Fighters battle for control of valuable
resources, such as diamonds and timber, that pay for
weapons. Recovery after war is often complicated by
the breakdown in environmental governance caused by
fighting and the growth in illegal activities it permits.

Dang, like millions of her compatriots, had been
poisoned by one of a range of dioxin-laden herbicides,
collectively known as Agent Orange, that the US
military had sprayed over Vietnam, Cambodia and
the Lao People’s Democratic Republic to eliminate forest
cover and destroy food crops for the North Vietnamese
and Viet Cong troops. Alongside the 90 million litres
of defoliants, the USA dropped 5 million tonnes of
bombs – more than twice the total tonnage used by
all sides during the Second World War. Fifty years on
and still a million Vietnamese, 100,000 of whom are
children, are disabled by the effects of Agent Orange.

Despite these challenges, we have seen progress. Slowly,
the international community is moving the needle
of what is acceptable conduct during conflict. The
Chemical Weapons Convention of 1997 prohibits the use
of most toxic chemicals in war (though the USA ensured
a loophole for herbicides). The Mine Ban Treaty of 1999
forbids most anti-personnel mines. And the United
Nations Security Council has started to consider how
environmental change affects international security.
In situations of war, where the facts may be an early
victim of the violence, environmental scientists really
are a critical part of modern peacebuilding.

“War,” as former Canadian Prime Minister John Abbott
acidly put it, “is the science of destruction.” As long as
wars have been fought, commanders have been tempted
to use scorched-earth tactics for military advantage or
retribution. And for just as long, peacebuilders have
tried to constrain people’s worst impulses and limit
the collateral damage of war.
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Intertwined but
apart: natural
heritage in cultural
property protection

ANALYSIS

Emma Cunliffe explores the issues
surrounding the protection of
natural heritage in times of conflict.

I

nternational attention has focused on the widespread
damage to cultural heritage in recent armed conflicts,
with conspicuous international effects. International
aid to affected sites has increased: for example, the
British government created the £30 million Cultural
Protection Fund, and multiple countries and private
funders contributed to the International Alliance for
the protection of heritage in conflict areas (ALIPH)
Fund, which contains US$77.5 million. Ratifications of
the international cultural property protection laws have
also increased, alongside a successful prosecution of
cultural destruction at the International Criminal Court
(ICC), with another case pending. Yet the destruction
of natural heritage has received virtually no attention,
even though the humanitarian impact of wartime
environmental damage is enormous1 and the ICC Office
of the Prosecutor ‘will give particular consideration to
prosecuting Rome Statute crimes that are committed
by means of, or that result in […] the destruction of the
environment’.2
Through a comparison to cultural property, this article
examines the protection that international law could
provide for natural areas during conflict, focusing on
areas dedicated to conservation rather than civilian
environmental infrastructure, such as irrigation works.
There are both overlaps and major differences in law
and current practice, and the comparison suggests new
avenues for natural protection.
THE ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL LAW
Customary international law consists of rules of
war that come from general state practice and are
internationally accepted as law. These laws are binding
on all parties in all conflicts at all times and do not
require a signature. They offer protection to cultural
property3 as a civilian object and in its own right in, for
example, the 1977 Additional Protocols I and II to the
1949 Geneva Conventions. Additional Protocol I, article
53, protects ‘historic monuments, works of art, and places
of worship which constitute the cultural or spiritual
heritage of peoples’ against military use or attack. (There

 Figure 1. Agent Orange, a herbicide, being sprayed
on farmland during the Vietnam War. It caused
widespread, long-term, severe damage.
(© Brian K. Grigsby)
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 Figure 2. MONUSCO troops operating in the jungle
of Virunga National Park, a World Heritage site.
(© MONUSCO Nord Kivu brigade/Major Lakshay)
is no damage threshold: any attack is a crime.) If severe
enough, attacks may be prosecuted under the 1998 Rome
Statute at the ICC as war crimes.
However, specific legislation relating to the management
and protection of cultural property during conflict was
introduced in 1954, in the Hague Convention for the
Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed
Conflict (signed today by 133 states), followed by two
Protocols (1954 and 1999). Its provisions include a
definition of cultural property (in article 1): ‘movable or
immovable property of great importance to the cultural
heritage of every people’ (my emphasis). Cultural
property meeting the definition is granted a level of
protection and immunity from use or attack during
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conflict that may only be waived in cases of imperative
military necessity. What meets that definition has been
subject to much debate; ultimately, it is up to the state
to decide.4 States may also identify locations of ‘very
great importance’ and ‘of the greatest importance for
humanity’ to be granted special and enhanced protection
respectively. Operating in or against those areas requires
higher military authorisation, potentially even from the
force commander. These distinctions of importance and
the significance of the command authority are critical
to the protection of cultural property. Unfortunately,
international law has nothing similar to the 1954 Hague
Convention for natural heritage.
Few international laws specifically address environmental
protection; in most cases, the environment is better
protected indirectly as a civilian object or by the
customary international laws that regulate the means
and methods of warfare.5,6 Additional Protocol I (1977)

requires the protection of the natural environment
‘against widespread, long-term and severe damage’ (article
55) (see Figure 1) and is now considered to form part of
customary law. However, this so-called ‘triple threshold’,
where all three (only vaguely defined) criteria must be
met for a crime to have been committed, is extremely
hard to meet evidentially, rendering prosecution – as a
punishment or a deterrent – very difficult.
EVOLUTIONS IN UNDERSTANDING AND LAW
Yet, as our understanding of culture has developed,
the international community has recognised that ‘the
existing legal concept of “property” does not … cover
all that evidence of human life that we are trying to
preserve: those things and traditions which express the
way of life and thought of a particular society; which are
evidence of its intellectual and spiritual achievements’.7
Strong arguments were put forward by both the Special
Rapporteur for the protection of the environment in

relation to armed conflicts6 and the Special Rapporteur
in the field of cultural rights8 that the destruction or
damage of any natural area with significant cultural links
to a living population is also violation of their human
rights, particularly with regards to indigenous people.
The World Heritage Convention, created in 1972,
recognised both cultural and natural heritage of
‘outstanding universal value’ and that the two were
frequently interlinked. This is embodied in the 39 cultural
landscapes on the World Heritage List – ‘combined works
of nature and humankind, they express a long and
intimate relationship between peoples and their natural
environment’.9 The Convention is generally accepted5
to operate during armed conflict: it contains measures
that the World Heritage Committee must fulfil in the
event of ‘the outbreak or the threat of an armed conflict’
(article 11.4), and obliges states not to deliberately damage
sites on other states’ territory (article 6.3). Today, it is
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the most widely signed international treaty in existence.
The United Nations Organization Stabilization Mission
in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUSCO)
Peacekeeping Mandate included ‘providing assistance to
disarm and evacuate armed rebel groups from the World
Heritage sites’ (see Figure 2). MONUSCO peacekeepers
cooperated with paramilitary rangers hired by the Institut
Congolais pour la Conservation de la Nature (ICCN) in the
Virunga National Park World Heritage site to protect the
park against armed groups. The environmental protection
unit of MONUSCO also monitored the return of endangered
species and provided transport to veterinary surgeons.10
Yet, when a Second Protocol to the 1954 Hague Convention
was first envisioned in the 1990s to deal with apparent
deficiencies in the Convention, there was discussion
about whether natural heritage should be included. Those
revising the Convention decided that ‘the question of
granting special protection to natural sites, such as those
included in the World Heritage List, would not be an
appropriate matter for the 1954 Convention, but could
form the subject of a separate Convention’.11 Despite this,
the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)5
suggests that ‘protection for environmental resources may
be provided, under certain circumstances, by the 1954
Hague Convention […], to the extent that such resources
fall within the definition of cultural property under article
1 of the Hague Convention’. Nor do all countries exclude it
in practice, underlining the intertwined relationship. For
example, the UK defined its protected cultural property
under the 1954 Hague Convention in 2017: natural World
Heritage sites were excluded, but all Grade I listed historic
parks and gardens were included (see Figure 3).12 Another
environmental contender could be UNESCO Biosphere
Reserves, which recognise the important links between
biological and cultural diversity. A key characteristic of their
inscription is that they ‘integrat[e] cultural and biological
diversity, especially the role of traditional knowledge in
ecosystem management’.13
Yet, in general, there are few overlaps in international
protection laws, and the protection provided to natural
heritage in conflict is extremely limited. Most natural areas
are considered worthy of protection not because of their
cultural elements, but because of their natural significance,
limiting the legal protection offered by cultural property
protection laws. There are practical lessons to be learned
from the Hague Convention.



F
igure 3. The Long Walk at Windsor Great Park, England, a Grade 1 listed historic garden, protected today under the
1954 Hague Convention. (© Solobratscher)
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LESSONS FOR PROTECTION: DESIGNATION
The first lesson is the value of defining specific areas,
prioritised by importance. Although cultural property
is protected under the Geneva Conventions’ Additional
Protocols (and as civilian property), some specific cultural
property is designated for greater protection, realised
in two ways. The first is through the legal requirement
for higher command authorisation and responsibility in
decision-making: the more important the area, the greater

the command authorisation required, forcing recognition
of its protected status (see Figure 4). The second is
practical – the higher the intensity of the combat, and
the greater the pressure on personnel and resources,
the more difficult it will become to protect multiple
locations. In such circumstances, it may only be possible
to protect the most important places, requiring their
identification and prioritisation, which is not currently
done for natural sites.
There is no definitive list of what constitutes a protected
natural area. According to the International Union for
Conservation of Nature (IUCN), the primary objective
of all protected areas is to conserve nature, but there
is significant variety within this and the areas do not
map directly onto the definitions in the legal protective
frameworks, leaving gaps in protection.
On the whole, protected areas do not have any legal
status in armed conflict above and beyond the general
environment.5 There may be some exceptions, of which
the two most widely ratified laws are the 1971 Convention
on Wetlands of International Importance especially as
Waterfowl Habitat (also called the Ramsar Convention)
and the Convention for Biological Diversity (1992), both of
which designate protected areas and (debatably) continue
to operate during armed conflict.5,6 There are also several
applicable regional treaties designating protected areas,
but these are binding only on signatory states (usually
those with coastlines), and are not recognised globally
(so a hostile force operating in another country may not
recognise an area as protected). Several non-binding
United Nations General Assembly Resolutions, including
the World Charter for Nature (1982) also support protected
areas in conflict.
Even without a legal obligation, however, designating
and prioritising specific natural areas for protection could
improve their management, fulfilling the same practical
role in combat as the cultural property system. I attend
NATO training exercises as a subject matter expert to
support NATO in realising cultural property protection.
In one recent exercise, the protected site list (for a fictional
location) included Ramsar sites, demonstrating NATO’s
awareness of the need to protect natural heritage, and
willingness to do so. Prioritisation of areas can also
improve the potential for prosecution and therefore act as
a deterrent. In order to constitute a war crime, destruction
must be a ‘grave breach’ of law; for example, parts of
Mali’s World Heritage site destruction were prosecuted
at the ICC. Specifying important areas may contribute
to the threshold required for a war crime prosecution.
LESSON FOR PROTECTION: SAFEGUARDING
The second lesson to take from the 1954 Hague Convention
is the importance of the required safeguarding measures
(article 3), which must be completed during peacetime,
in addition to the military measures during conflict.
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The Second Protocol (article 5) details the safeguarding
measures, recommending inventories – a list of what
must be protected. NATO called such data ‘a critical
decision support tool and precondition for engaging […]
on a strategic and tactical level’.14 The simple provision
of a list (including boundaries) of what areas must be
protected could significantly increase their recognition.
Other measures include developing proactive measures
‘against the foreseeable effects of an armed conflict’ –
understanding how conflict impacts natural sites is key
to mitigating it. The Convention also specifies the need to
establish competent authorities to manage safeguarding;
given the diverse bodies with responsibility for protected
natural areas, the creation of a single point of contact
is important for coordination with military authorities
(national and foreign), much as state heritage bodies are
responsible for cultural property during conflict.
THE FUTURE
The measures suggested only apply to protected natural
areas; they will not provide protection to farmland,
water reserves or other widespread and important
environmental infrastructure areas essential to
sustaining civilian populations. However, these areas
are also protected under Additional Protocol I, so the
development of a system pertaining exclusively to natural
protected areas has many benefits.
Although there is only a limited legal case for the
protection of natural areas over and above general
environmental protection, it remains of practical benefit
to armed forces. Today, there is pressure on armed forces
to sustain a good reputation and positive relations with
local communities, recognising that negatively perceived
actions can affect mission success. Even though it is
legally unclear whether NATO needed to protect a Ramsar
site in the exercise, they proactively identified the relevant
sites. Similarly, Rush15 reported cases in Afghanistan
where US soldiers protected vineyards and rose gardens
that were locally culturally significant. It is perhaps
at this intersection of law and practice that natural
heritage protection can best be encouraged, resulting in
improved reputation for armed forces operating in good
faith and greater protection for protected natural areas
of significance.
Dr Emma Cunliffe is a Research Associate in the UNESCO
Chair in Cultural Property Protection and Peace team at
Newcastle University and researches heritage protection.
She also supports military cultural property protection
training as the Secretariat of Blue Shield International,
an NGO dedicated to heritage protection during armed
conflict.
emma.cunliffe@newcastle.ac.uk
@ELCunliffe
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F
igure 4. Historical monument in Mtskheta, Georgia. Its enhanced protection status makes it one of the most
protected sites in the world. (© Paul Fox/Blue Shield International)
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